INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW

3 8 0 O U T RAG E
CONFIDENT TO THE CORE
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380 OUTRAGE
Meet the all-new 380 Outrage, a powerful vessel that confidently navigates
the spectrum of on-water activities. Empowering epic offshore fishing runs
as beautifully as it hosts memorable social gatherings, the 380 Outrage is
incredibly comfortable and simple to operate, delivering a pinnacle experience
every time out. Count on an array of advanced technologies, sophisticated
storage solutions, user-friendly amenities and Whaler’s precision-engineered
hull design to provide unsurpassed performance and endless enjoyment.

K E Y F E AT U R E S
1. STATE-OF-THE-ART PROPULSION — Triple Mercury Verado
engines with optional Joystick Piloting provide reliable, efficient
performance and effortless docking.
2. ADDED PEACE OF MIND — The optional Whaler Watch package
monitors boat systems and vessel position via satellite to ensure 24/7
security, even when you’re far away. Meanwhile the optional Seakeeper
gyro-stabilizing system noticeably reduces boat roll.
3. ENTERTAINING EASE — Choose the optional Summer Kitchen to
gain an electric grill, then kick back on the new aft-facing couch under
the optional, electrically-deploying sunshade or in the spacious bow
with its own optional sunshade.
4. VERSATILE CABIN — Duck out of the elements, enjoy a hot meal or
stay overnight in the air-conditioned cabin, where a convertible settee
becomes a cozy double berth.
5. FISHING CAPABILITY — Amenities for serious fishing include a
60-gallon transom livewell, a well-equipped leaning post, an integrated
hardtop with rod holders and an optional upper station.
6. B
 OW STORAGE GARAGE — Ample forward storage keeps dive
tanks, fenders, PFDs and other gear safely stowed.
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SPECIFICATIONS
L.O.A.:..................................................................................38'0" (11.58 m)
Beam:....................................................................................11'8" (3.56 m)
Draft:....................................................................................23.5" (0.6 m)
Dry Weight:........................................................................14,500 lbs (6,577 kg)
Deadrise:..............................................................................23°
Maximum Weight Capacity:..........................................5,214 lbs (2,365 kg)
Fuel Capacity:.....................................................................445 gallons (1,684.5 L)
Persons Capacity:...............................................................16 people
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